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Dynamics Shipping Connector (DSC)
Shipping Simplified

Developed as an add-on to Dynamics 365 for Finance and Operations, DSC
enables users to efficiently manage their end-to-end shipping process. It
integrates with the existing order to cash flow to optimize it further and perform
order fulfillment seamlessly.
DSC allows users to choose from multiple shipping providers, validate the
shipping address implicitly on payment, request the shipment to the provider,
and update the order with the shipment tracking details in Dynamics 365.
With DSC, users can manage shipments directly from Dynamics 365 without
the need of any third party shipping provider platform effectively, saving both
time and cost.

75%*
Return Order Reduction

30%*
Time Savings

20%*
Cost Reduction

High-level Functionalities
Address VALIDATION
Validate addresses preemptively and prevent potential delivery problems.

Real-time Shipment Tracking
Communicate the shipment tracking information with the end customer in real-time.

Best Rate Shipment
Compare shipping rates with other providers immediately. Get best shipment rates on the go.

Shipping Label Generation
Auto-generate carrier-compliant labels and print them instantly.

Configuration and Setup
Configure shipping provider account easily and quickly with DSC.
*The numbers provided are based on our experience while implementing the solution for our clients. They may vary as per the business process.
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Key Benefits
Easy and intuitive
interface

Multi-carrier
support

Automated rate
comparison

Centrally managed

Improved delivery

Better customer
service
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